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• Introducing the Austronesian family: 
geography and history

• V1 orders
• Austronesian voices
• Verbs where you do not expect them
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Why study Austronesian?

• A large number of languages (over 1,200), 
many of then understudied or not studied at 
all, many endangered



Why study Austronesian?

• Rapid dispersal, hence a large family with 
significant evidence of micro-variation
– Compare to Romance, where progress in 

studying syntactic micro-variation has led to 
serious rethinking of linguistic theories

• Unusual structural features that pose 
challenges to linguistic theory 
(some features to be discussed today)



Austronesian languages: Map 1



Island SE Asia and Oceania



Eighteenth-century ideas
Johann Reinhold Forster (& son)



Malays, Polynesians and Melanesians



Taiwan: the 
Austronesian 
‘homeland’

• Ten primary subgroups of Austronesian languages:
– nine in Taiwan (Blust 1999)

– one, Malayo-Polynesian, which includes all Austronesian 
languages outside Taiwan (Blust 1977)

• Primary subgroups of  Austronesian are groups of 
languages which share only Proto-Austronesian  as 
their common ancestor



Taiwan: the Austronesian ‘homeland’

• Nine primary subgroups 
comprise the 13 Austronesian 
languages are now spoken in 
Taiwan

• Several are severely 
endangered

Mrs Pan, 
the last 

peaker of 
Pazeh

Atayal woman with facial 
tattoo



6000 
BC

3500 BC (Dabenkeng culture)

Map by courtesy of 
Ritsuko Kikusawa
(adapted)

More on the 
‘homeland’

Dabenkeng cord-marked pot



The Austronesian tree (Blust 1977)



The language map of the Pacific



The Pacific

• We now know that the Pacific has an 
extraordinary level of linguistic diversity. The 
total land mass of Oceania amounts to just 
one percent of the world’s total, the region 
contains almost 20% of the world’s 
languages. 

• How did it get to be this way?



Two periods 
of Pacific 

settlement



Settlement of Near Oceania



Settlement of Near Oceania



The Austronesian language family: Map 2



Shared innovations



The Austronesian 
tree



Going west: Madagascar

• Settled from Taiwan, around 700 AD

• Major impetus: development of suitable boat 
technology and seafaring skills (navigation by stars)







Malgache et maanyan

• Dahl, Otto C. 1951. Malgache et Maanjan: 
une comparaison linguistique. Oslo. 
(Avhandlinger utgitt av Egede-Instituttet, 3).

• Dahl, Otto C. 1954. 'Le substrar bantou en
malgache'. Norsk Tidsskrift for 
Sprogvidenskap, 17: 325–62.



Malagasy



Why was Austronesian settlement 
so quick?

• agriculture caused population increase:
– PMP had words for yams, taro and rice

• excellent seafaring technology

• smaller islands often uninhabited—
reasonable real estate



Proto Oceanic: the Lapita culture

Remote Oceania

Near Oceania



Lapita seafaring



*waga ‘canoe’

*katiR
‘hull’

*saman
‘outrigger float’

*kiajo
‘outrigger boom’

*patoto

*tuku ‘mast’
*layaR ‘sail’
*limas ‘bailer’
*jauq ‘anchor’
*jila ‘sail boom’

*pose 
‘paddle’



Malagasy boats 



Austronesian overwhelms Papuan



Austronesian-speakers of the Bismarcks and 
New Guinea

Tawala, Milne Bay, 
Papua New Guinea

Sursurunga, New Ireland, 
Papua New Guinea



Lapita 
living 

*Rumaq ‘house’

*tete ‘ladder’

*qatop ‘sago thatch’

*kaso ‘rafter’

*turus ‘housepost’

*quma ‘garden’

*topa ‘cleared land’

*qaRar ‘fence’



Small 
islands

Egum atoll, Trobriand 
Islands, Papua New 

Guinea

Laulasi, Malaita, 
Solomon Islands



Lapita ancestors in Vanuatu

Teouma, Efate Island, 
2003



Lapita pottery



Lapita pottery



Lapita sites in the western Pacific

1400 BC

1200 BC

1100 BC

1000 BC

1000 BC

900 BC

New Caledonia

Ruth Saovana
Spriggs,

Buka Island

Ratu Josefa 
Iloilo, Fiji

Tonga



Oceanic 
subgroups



Why study Austronesian if you are 
not a historical linguist?

• Rapid dispersal, hence a large family with 
significant evidence of micro-variation
– Comparable to Romance, where progress in 

studying syntactic micro-variation has led to 
serious rethinking of linguistic theories

• Unusual structural features that pose 
challenges to linguistic theory



Notable properties of AN

• Nasal substitution

• Verb-initial word orders

• Articulated voice systems (Western part of 
the family) and subject-only restriction

• Negative and interrogative verbs

• Developed determiner systems

• Serial verb constructions



Outline for today

• Introducing the Austronesian family: 
geography and history

• V1 orders
• Austronesian voices
• Verbs where you do not expect them





Tahitian



Tagalog word order: Scrambling, V1

Bumili ang=lalake ng=isda sa=tindahan
bought ANG=man NG=fish SA=store

Bumili ang=lalake sa=tindahan ng=isda
Bumili sa=tindahan ang=lalake ng=isda
Bumili sa=tindahan ng=isda ang=lalake
Bumili ng=isda ang=lalake sa=tindahan
Bumili ng=isda sa=tindahan ang=lalake
‘The man bought fish at the store.’

48



V1 languages across the world

• About 15% of known languages:
– Many Austronesian
– Most Mayan an areal feature?
– Most Oto-Mangean



V1 languages around the world

• About 15% of known languages:
– Many Austronesian
– Most Mayan an areal feature?

– Most Oto-Mangean
– Celtic another areal feature?

– Berber



Berber and Celtic speakers

Extralinguistic 
evidence for the 
connection 
between ancient 
Ireland and 
Berbers of North 
Africa



V1 languages around the world

• About 15% of known languages:
– Many Austronesian
– Most Mayan an areal feature?

– Most Oto-Mangean
– Celtic another areal feature?

– Berber
– Arabic (Classical)
– Salish



Deriving V1 order: Background

• Word order assumptions: 
– similar underlying order for all languages (weak 

version)

– specifier-head-complement branching order aka 
antisymmetry (strong version, à la Kayne)



Analytical options

• Right-hand specifiers

• V1: V-raising

• V1: VP-raising

• Subject lowering



Constraining right-hand specifiers

• Distinction between left- and right-branching

specifiers: Contrast between lexical and 
functional categories (Aissen 1992)

• Distinction between left- and right-branching

specifiers: Contrast between narrow syntax 
and C-I interface (Travis 2008)



Constraining right-hand specifiers

higher 
portion

lower 
portion



Predictions of this account

• Subject is in its base position: may or may 
not have to be an island
– Subject islandhood follows from several 

considerations (specifier; Left Branch Condition, 
which is not operative here; A-bar position)



Predictions of this account

• Subject is in its base position: may or may not have 
to be an island
– Subject islandhood follows from several considerations 

(specifier; Left Branch Condition, which is not operative 
here; A-bar position)

• Object is moved, hence frozen (Wexler & Culicover
1980), so it should be an island
– Maori (Chung 1998): clausal objects are islands
– Problem 1: it is unclear if there are clausal subjects
– Problem 2: no movement out of DPs or CPs in Maori



VSO derivation



VSO derivation

VSO derivation via O-raising in the absence of VOS is unlikely



Right-hand specifier

• Works well for VOS languages
• Runs into problems with VSO



Alternatives

• Verb or verb phrase goes somewhere higher 
up in the clause



V1 per head raising: Derivation 1



V1 per head raising: Derivation 2



Motivation for V-raising?

• C or T have a strong EPP feature (“need a 
subject”)

• This feature can be checked by a DP (raising 
to spec,T) or by a non-DP constituent (via 
head movement), if that constituent has D 
features



Motivation for V-raising?

• C or T have a strong EPP feature (“need a subject”)

• This feature can be checked by a DP (raising to 
spec,T) or by a non-DP constituent (via head 
movement), if that constituent has D features

• Way of encoding D features on a non-DP constituent:
– agreement morphology

– this morphology is pronominal, hence it brings about the 
category D

(Alexiadou & Anagnostopoulou 1998: Irish, Greek, possibly 
Romance, many AN languages)



Predictions: Non-verbal predicates

[Subject [PredP Copula +  Non-verbal Pred]



What happens in non-verbal 
predicates?

[Subject [PredP Copula +  Non-verbal Pred]

è

Copula [Subject [PredP Copula +  Non-verbal Pred]



What happens in non-verbal 
predicates?

[Subject [PredP Copula +  Non-verbal Pred]
è

(Copula) [Subject [PredP Copula +  Non-verbal Pred]

V-raising language

(be) Philip  candidate



Word order alternations

• SV/VS possible

• Why?

• Subject optionally raises to specTP, 
preceding the verb in T 



Deriving VOS under V-raising
• Starting point: • How do we get VOS?

TP

vPT

Subject

Object



Deriving VOS under V-raising
• Starting point: • How do we get VOS?

• Answer 1: Scrambling 
(proposed for Tagalog 
whose scrambling is 
independently attested)

Verb Objecti Subject   Objecti

TP

vPT

Subject

Object



VOS as side effect of scrambling

• Tagalog: VSO and VOS are related by A’-
scrambling 

• different linear orders do not effect anaphor
binding or weak crossover 

(Richards 1993; 2013)



Tagalog VOS/VSO: Scrambling



Deriving VOS under V-raising
• Starting point: • How do we get VOS?

• Answer 2: Right-hand 
topic (works for 
Tongan)

TP

vPT

Subject

Object



VP-raising (phrasal movement)

Assumptions:

• Specifiers are universally projected to the left

• Adjunction to maximal projection is free

• Raising to a specifier of X must be motivated
– Case; the EPP; some other strong feature



VP-raising



A preview: Italian

Linguistic Inquiry 31, 691-702 



A preview: Italian 
(Longobardi 2000)

Sono visibili insettidi grandi dimensioni

are visible insects of large size

“One can see large insects” (existential)
“Large insects have the property of being 
visible” (generic)



A preview: Italian 
(Longobardi 2000)

Sono visibili insettidi grandi dimensioni

are visible insects of large size

“One can see large insects” (existential)
“Large insects have the property of being 
visible” (generic)



A preview: Italian 
(Longobardi 2000)

Sono visibili # insettidi grandi dimensioni

are visible insects of large
size

“Large insects have the property of being 
visible” (generic)



Longobardi’s analysis



Longobardi’s analysis

• Generic sentences: the generic subject stays 
in situ, in its original preverbal position

• The predicate phrase moves over the 
subject, to an information-structurally 
specified position (TopicP, FocusP, or CP)

[CP [sono visibili]x # [TP [DP  insetti di grandi d.] tx]]

PredP, moved      ↑ base position

sound of mov’t



Malagasy: vP movement
Malagasy does not have a double object construction, so all ditransitives have the

structure
V – Object -- PP



Landing site of phrasal movement
• Assumption: no right-hand specifiers

• Movement to CP domain: the fronted 
material precedes topic (Aldrdige 2002, on 
Seediq)



Motivation for phrasal movement

• C or T have a strong EPP feature

• This feature can be checked a non-DP 
constituent

• VP à category V

– Prediction: no raising of non-verbal predicates



Motivation for VP-raising

• C or T have a strong EPP feature, and 
language is V-EPP-prominent

• This feature can be checked a non-DP 
constituent

• PredP à category Pred



Motivation for VP-raising

• C or T have a strong EPP feature, and 
language is V-EPP-prominent

• This feature can be checked a non-DP 
constituent

• PredP à category Pred



What happens in non-verbal 
predicates?

[Subject [PredP Copula +  Non-verbal Pred]



What happens in non-verbal 
predicates?

[Subject [PredP Copula +  Non-verbal Pred]

è
[PredP ][Subject [PredP Copula +  Non-verbal Pred]



What happens in non-verbal 
predicates?

[Subject [PredP Copula +  Non-verbal Pred]
è

(Copula) Non-verbal Pred [Subject [PredP Copula +  Non-verbal Pred]

V-raising language

(be)  Philip Candidate
Subject  Pred

VP-raising language

(be) Candidate Philip
Pred Subject 



Predictions: Agreement

• If a VP-RAISING language were to have rich 
inflection, the verb embedded within the VP 
in spec,T would not be in a structural 
position from which it could raise to T◦ and 
check ϕ-features

• Therefore, VP RAISING languages are not 
expected to have rich agreement



Predictions: Agreement

• If a VP-RAISING language were to have rich 
inflection, the verb embedded within the VP in 
spec,T would not be in a structural position 
from which it could raise to T◦ and check ϕ-
features

• Therefore, VP RAISING languages are not 
expected to have rich agreement
– VP-raising > no rich agreement

But not the inverse: *no rich agreement > VP-raising



Differences between V-raising and 
VP-raising languages

Diagnostic properties V-raising VP-raising

Rich subject-verb agreement ✔ ✘
Non-verbal predicate fronting ✘ ✔

SV/VS alternation ✔ (✘)/

Wh-in-situ ✔ ✔

Wh-movement ✔ ✘
A-bar movement of vP-internal
elements

✔ ✘



What we have achieved

V1 may be due to:

• Right-hand specifier in a subset of XPs

• V-raising

• VP-raising, with the entire VP/vP/TP going to 
the specifier of a higher projection; as a result,

– the moved constituent is an island (freezing)

– the subject is left behind and is not an island; can 
take narrow scope



Outline for today

• Introducing the Austronesian family: 
geography and history

• V1 order
• Austronesian voices
• Verbs where you do not expect them
• Determiners



Tagalog as illustration of AN 
voices



Tagalog Basics

• Austronesian language of the Philippines

• Verb-initial orders are very common (V1)

• No case, prenominal particles

• Rich verbal marking, traditionally known as 
“voice”



Tagalog word order: V1

• Typical clause starts with a verb
• All structures are head-initial (Pr, NGen, 

NRel, Verb-Adverb, Modal/Neg-Verb; 
clause-initial particles; preference for just one 
item before the verb)

• Standard analysis: start with the SVO 
structure, the verb then undergoes head 
movement to a higher head (V-raising)



V1 per head raising: Abstract 
derivation



Tagalog word order: V1

• Typical clause starts with a verb
• All structures are head-initial (Pr, NGen, 

NRel, Verb-Adverb, Modal/Neg-Verb; 
clause-initial particles; preference for just one 
item before the verb)

• Otherwise, the word order is free



Tagalog word order: Scrambling

Bumili ang=lalake ng=isda sa=tindahan
bought ANG=man NG=fish SA=store

Bumili ang=lalake sa=tindahan ng=isda
Bumili sa=tindahan ang=lalake ng=isda
Bumili sa=tindahan ng=isda ang=lalake
Bumili ng=isda ang=lalake sa=tindahan
Bumili ng=isda sa=tindahan ang=lalake
‘The man bought fish at the store.’



Tagalog prenominal particles

• Nouns do not inflect for case

• Noun phrases are preceded by special 
particles whose function is often associated 
with case-marking, but that’s inaccurate



Tagalog nominal markers: 
Specificity, relevance, and 

direction

• ang: a specificity marker

• ng: only marks core arguments

• sa: marks location, direction



Tagalog prenominal particles



Tagalog verb forms: “Voices”

• Verb forms differ depending on which argument of 
the verb is construed as the topic of the clause 
(=what the utterance is about, what occurs in the 
A-bar position)

• Parallels with familiar voices: the subject of a voice 
form correlates with topic 
– The man built the house (we are speaking about the 

man)

– The house was built by the man (we are speaking about 
the house)



Tagalog verb forms: “Voices”

• Verb forms differ depending on what argument of 
the verb is construed as the topic of the clause 
(=what the utterance is about, what occurs in the 
A-bar position)

• Parallels with familiar voices: the subject of a voice 
form correlates with topic 

• The topic of the clause is often described as being 
”in focus”, hence the verb form variation is 
described as focus forms or voice forms



Tagalog verb forms: “Voices”

• Verb forms differ depending on what argument of the verb 
is construed as the topic of the clause (=what the utterance 
is about, what occurs in the A-bar position)

• Parallels with familiar voices: the subject of a voice form 
correlates with topic 

• The topic of the clause is often described as being ”in 
focus”, hence the verb form variation is described as focus 
forms or voice forms (unhelpful because topic and focus are 
often contrasted)



Tagalog “Voice/Focus” forms

Agent Patient Something else (“Oblique”)

AV/AF (Agent)

PV/PF/OV/OF (Patient or Object)

DV/DF (dative)

IV/IF (instrument)

LV/LF (location)

Remember: put ang before the topic 



Tagalog “Voice/Focus” forms

Agent Patient Oblique

AV/AF (Agent) ang ng/∅ sa
PV/PF/OV/OF (Patient or Object)

DV/DF (dative)

IV/IF (instrument)

LV/LF (location)



Tagalog “Voice/Focus” forms

Agent Patient Oblique

AV/AF (Agent) ang ng/∅ sa
PV/PF/OV/OF (Patient or Object) ng ang sa
DV/DF (dative)

IV/IF (instrument)

LV/LF (location)



Tagalog “Voice/Focus” forms

Agent Patient Oblique

AV/AF (Agent) ang ng/∅ sa
PV/PF/OV/OF (Patient or Object) ng ang sa
DV/DF (dative) ng ng/∅ ang
IV/IF (instrument) ng ng/∅ ang

LV/LF (location) ng ng/∅ ang



Putting it all together

• Tagalog V1 order follows from head-raising 
of the verb

• The “privileged” argument (marked with ang) 
is the external argument, not generated in 
the clause (A-bar constituent, topic, trigger, 
pivot, “in focus”)



Putting it all together

• Tagalog V1 order follows from head-raising of the verb
• The “privileged” argument (marked with ang) is the external 

argument, not generated in the clause (A-bar constituent, 
topic, trigger, pivot, “in focus”)

• This argument is co-indexed with a silent element in the 
clause; the nature of this element is subject to debate (an 
operator or a null pronominal, depending on a particular 
account) 

[TP [TP [PredP Opi V … ti … ]] ang-NP (Trigger)i]
[TP [TP [PredP V … proi … ]   ang-NP (Trigger)i ]



Putting it all together

• Tagalog V1 order follows from head-raising of the verb

• The “privileged” argument (marked with ang) is the external 
argument, not generated in the clause (A-bar constituent, 
topic, trigger, pivot, “in focus”)

• This argument is co-indexed with a silent element in the 
clause

• This silent element is the grammatical subject, which is 
identified via the respective “voice” affix on the verb. 



Putting it all together

• The “privileged” argument (marked with ang) is the external 
argument, not generated in the clause (A-bar constituent, 
topic, trigger, pivot, “in focus”)

• This argument is co-indexed with a silent element in the 
clause

• This silent element is the grammatical subject, which is 
identified via the respective “voice” affix on the verb

• So what looks like “voice” is essentially case marking, but 
on the predicate, not on the arguments in a clause 



Articulated voice systems are not all 
the same

– Case-marking elements appearing on the verb

– Signs of complex verb formation

– True voice, like the familiar active and passive



Outline for today

• Introducing the Austronesian family: 
geography and history

• V1 orders
• Austronesian voices
• Verbs where you do not expect them



Kavalan

Verbs occur in the sentence-initial position, 
take tense/aspect markers, take pronominal 
clitics, and inflect for voice (similar as in 
Tagalog)



Kavalan

The following words occur in the sentence-initial position, take 
tense/aspect markers, take pronominal clitics, and inflect for 
voice (similar as in Tagalog) 

tiana ‘who‘

niana ‘what‘

zanitiana(=ay) ‘whose‘

mayni(=ay) ‘which’ 

tani ‘how many’

tanian ‘where’

(Lin 2013)



Kavalan wh-verbs

quni=isu tangi?

do.what=2SG.ABS just.now

‘What were you doing just now?‘

tanian-an-su ya kelisiw-su?

where(verb)-PV-2SG.ERG ABS money-2SG.GEN 

‘Where do you put your money?‘

(Lin 2013)



Interrogative verbs

• verbal interrogatives involve the use of 
interrogative phrases as predicates

• Languages with interrogative verbs do not 
have wh-movement

• The use of verbal interrogatives is motivated 
by the predicative feature in the left periphery 
of clauses in V1 languages



Other semantic notions encoded 
verbally in Austronesian

• Negation (negative verbs, “not true that…”
• Modals (modal verbs, not modal particles)



A crowd of verbs?

• the number of lexical (simplex) verbs in head-
initial languages is significantly higher than in 
head-final languages

• To turn this around, upon encountering a 
lexical item in a head-final language, the 
likelihood of it being a noun rather than a 
verb is quite high



Verb to noun ratios, averaged

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

Verb-final Verb-medial Verb-initial
(Polinsky & Magyar 2020)



Conclusions

• Austronesian languages are of interest to 
theoretical linguists, comparative/historical 
linguists, fieldworkers, and adventurous 
travelers


